Our Savior Lutheran School – Chapel Uniform
All items listed are required and expected to be worn on required chapel uniform days.
All uniforms must be free of holes, rips, or tears. Uniforms not in good repair may not be worn.
K-4 Girls Chapel Uniform
Flynn O’Hara Plaid Drop Waist Jumper
Solid black or navy modesty shorts
Flynn O’Hara White Peter Pan Blouse
Solid white ankle or knee sock or solid white opaque tights with feet
Blue & white saddle tennis shoes OR Black Mary Janes
K-4 Boys Chapel Uniform
Flynn O’Hara navy twill pants (K-1 only may select elastic pull on pants)
Flynn O’Hara short sleeve white oxford with school logo
Black or brown belt (K-1 not required with elastic pull on pants)
Solid navy, black, or grey socks – must rise above the shoe
Tan/Brown Merrell Jungle Moc (or similar) OR Tan/Brown Sperry style loafer (or similar)
5-8 Girls Chapel Uniform
Flynn O’Hara Plaid Elastic Waist Skirt
Solid black or navy modesty shorts (must not be longer than the skirt)
Flynn O’Hara ¾ Sleeve Fitted Blouse with school logo (does not have to be tucked in)
Solid white ankle or knee sock OR solid white opaque tights with feet
Tan/Brown Sperry style loafer (or similar brand)
5-8 Boys Chapel Uniform
Flynn O’Hara Navy Twill Pants
Flynn O’Hara long sleeve white oxford with school logo
Flynn O’Hara green and grey striped tie
Black or Brown Belt
Solid navy, black, or grey socks – must rise above the shoe
Tan/Brown Sperry style loafer (or similar brand)
Flynn O’Hara Uniforms
1022 Wirt Road, Suite 322
Houston, TX 77055

www.flynnohara.com
school code: TX045

Our Savior Lutheran School – Standard Uniform K-8
On non-chapel days students must wear the standard school uniform. The standard uniform may
be a combination of the approved uniform pieces for each gender/grade combination as listed on
the Flynn O’Hara website.
Chapel Uniform may be worn on non-chapel days if desired.
All uniforms must be free of holes, rips, or tears. Uniforms not in good repair may not be worn.
Standard Uniform Tops
Flynn O’Hara Green or Blue Polo Shirt with embroidered school logo (short or long sleeve)
Standard Uniform Bottoms
Flynn O’Hara Khaki or Navy Shorts, Pants, Skorts (as permitted by grade and gender)
Girls must wear solid navy or black modesty shorts with skirts
Belts required for any shorts or pants with belt loops (grades 2-8)
K-1 may select elastic pull on shorts and pants – no belt
Socks
Socks must be a solid color of the uniform and must rise above the shoe (white, grey, navy, black)
Girls may wear solid white, grey, navy, or hunter green opaque tights (with feet) with skirts.
Shoes
Solid white or solid black tennis shoes (any brand)
Tan/Brown Sperry style loafer (or similar)
Approved chapel uniform shoes may be worn on standard uniform days. (See chapel uniform
requirements)

Sweaters/Jackets
Flynn O’Hara green V-neck cardigan with embroidered school logo
Flynn O’Hara green fleece jacket with embroidered school logo
Flynn O’Hara Uniforms
1022 Wirt Road, Suite 322
Houston, TX 77055

www.flynnohara.com
school code: TX045

K-8 Standard Uniform
On non-chapel days students must wear the standard school
uniform. The standard uniform may be a combination of the
approved uniform pieces for each gender/grade combination as
listed on the Flynn O’Hara website.
Chapel Uniform may be worn on non-chapel days if desired.

*Standard Uniform Tops

Flynn O’Hara Green or Navy Polo Shirt with embroidered school logo
(short or long sleeve)

*Standard Uniform Bottoms

Flynn O’Hara Khaki or Navy Shorts, Pants, Skirts or Skorts
(as permitted by grade and gender - see Flynn O'Hara website)

Girls must wear solid navy or black modesty shorts with skirts
Belts required for any shorts or pants with belt loops (grades 2-8)
K-1 only may select elastic pull on option for pants & shorts

Visit our official uniform provider online or in person for grade and
gender specific options and details.
Flynn O'Hara Uniforms
1022 Wirt Road, Suite 322
Houston, TX 77055

www.flynnohara.com
school code: TX045

Shoe options (or similar)
Solid white or solid black tennis shoes (any brand)
Tan/Brown Sperry style loafer (any brand)
Approved chapel uniform shoes may be worn on standard uniform
days. (See chapel uniform requirements)

Sock options

Socks must be a solid color of the uniform and must rise above the
shoe. Girls may wear solid white, grey, navy, or hunter green opaque
tights (with feet) with skirts.

*Sweaters/Jackets

Flynn O’Hara green v-neck cardigan with embroidered school logo
Flynn O’Hara green fleece jacket with embroidered school logo

*Must be purchased from Flynn O'Hara
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